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simulation-based analysis and optimization techniques are becoming increasingly important in the design of
complex products and systems. eplan provides the basis for efficient, systematic analysis and optimization of

these complex systems. tver-based research institute of higher technologies (tuhh) has been using eplan
software since 2006. tuhh has been a customer of eplan since 2007. the eplan solution for mechanical

engineering is applied to the design of a wind turbine, and the solution for electrical engineering is used for the
design of a power station for the national grid. construction site management software is a tool for organizing,

and documenting the construction process. eplan is a comprehensive solution for building management,
covering areas like architectural planning, construction documentation, electronic data processing, and cost
management. simulation and prediction are becoming indispensable tools for design and engineering. eplan
provides the basis for rapid development and validation of structural, hydraulic, and electronic engineering
processes. digital design of construction projects, e.g. for architecture and engineering offices, is growing in

importance. eplan supports the transfer of digital content from one type of project to another, and is based on
the best practices of the german software industry. design of mechanical, structural and electronic engineering

systems require an increasing number of interfaces with other disciplines, such as architecture, building
technology, and building physics. eplan is a multi-disciplinary software system that supports the engineering

process and communication.
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with eplan fluid, the engineering suite’s fluid technology component, you can develop powerful and efficient
solutions for hydraulic engineering. eplan fluid can be used to calculate forces, torques, moments,

displacements and many more effects in the hydraulic engineering process. all this in a user-friendly manner.
eplan electric p8 is a flexible and efficient engineering solution to create electrical power plants and systems.
this fully automatic and fast calculation tool includes 2d cad, 3d cad, electrical energy, electrical power and

many more disciplines. eplan electric p8 supports the electrical power industry by making reliable, consistent
and transparent plant simulations. this reduces costs and avoids bad decisions. the daily ordering business is

getting much faster and time pressures are rising, no least due to international competitors. at the same time,
customers are demanding increasingly more individualised projects through to mass customisation. eplan is
here supporting you with integrated engineering solutions along your value chain. with schematic solution,
festo offers a web service that generates automatic circuit diagrams in seconds from the order code of an

individually configured solution. this product was developed jointly with eplan. after configuring complex valve
terminals online, festo customers can then create electrical and pneumatic schematics in just a few minutes.

the engineering foundation for this is delivered by eplan engineering configuration (eec), eplan fluid and eplan
electric p8. the eplan gmbh is the only german company offering a complete range of products and services for

the design of mechatronics, from the application planning of mechatronic products and systems to the
description of mechatronic processes. for this reason, our product portfolio is supported by an industrial

network of partners. 5ec8ef588b
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